PEER Student Leadership Council Spring Teleconference Agenda
Date: March 14, 2006
Start Time: 6:30 pm

Toll Free Dial In Number: (888)296-1938
PARTICIPANT CODE: 579692

1- Announcements
   a. California Seismic Commission may be interested in funding SLC
   b. Great work Seismic Competition Team
   c. Last NSF site visit to happen in San Francisco, June 13-14 (Tentative)
      i. President required to be there
      ii. No annual report for this time
      iii. However the SWOT summary is needed for discussion at the site visit
      iv. SLC may be asked to help in the writing of the final education committee report in fall

2- Officer Activity Updates
   a. Internet Chair – Thanks to Christine for our great website and prompt addition of new members on it! Would anyone like to post anything else on our website?
   b. Secretary – Thanks to Amanda for her dedication to the cause
   c. Historian – Thanks to Annie for sticking with us. The pictures of the seismic competition are amazing! Do we have videos to put on the web site? Do we have PEER Annual meeting pictures? If anyone takes pictures at any event related to SLC, please send them to Annie.
   d. SWOT Chair – Thanks to Xin for his great work administering the SWOT survey at the Annual Meeting. We need the results in brief form just to be able to respond to the NSF at the site visit. No report necessary this year.
   e. VP and Industry Liaison – Thanks to Eric for his great effort organizing the lunch speakers at the annual meeting and arranging for the plaques for Linda and Scott. Eric is away most of the semester in Honk-Kong. Seminars can be arranged by anyone though. Is anybody planning a seminar?
   f. Outreach Chair – Ben has been swamped by the seismic competition. Colleen expressed interest in that area. Anything new on this front?
   g. Annual Retreat Chair – Amado is working hard on cost estimates for the options we decided on at the annual meeting. Are they ready? What date works best for all to have the retreat?
   h. Seismic Competition Co-Chairs – Thanks to Ben, Christine and the entire crew for making this year’s competition such a success!!! Brief summary of the event for those who weren’t there. Did you hear anything for next year’s competition from EERI? Anything to add about the competition?
      i. Others

3- Next Meeting: either summer teleconference in June or Retreat.